
Interview with David Cordover, founder and the CEO of the Tornelo platform. 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

David, welcome to the Czech Republic - is it your first stay here?  

Yes, this is my first trip to the Czech Republic. I grew up in England and mostly took holidays in 

Western Europe. When I finally travelled East, I seemed to skip right over Czech Republic and ended 

up in Australia!  It's great to be able to travel again and I have been making sure to visit the busy 

sights of Prague, rustic Czech towns and even some beautiful countryside!   

Tornelo became a very popular during covid times, many top online events were played on your 

platform - can you introduce it to us?  

Sure! Tornelo was built in 2012 as a web-based pairing program. When covid struck in 2020 we 
added an online game server and have ended up with a unique chess platform that is built for 
organisers to run arbiter-led events. The online tournaments on Tornelo are as close to an Over The 
Board experience for players as you can get. Because of this, the ECU, FIDE and many federations 
took their online and hybrid events onto Tornelo.  
For every player you see at a club or an OTB event there are 500 who play chess online. I expect 
online chess tournaments to continue after the pandemic is over - run in the right way, they can be a 
great experience and it is a huge opportunity for mainstream chess to grow by attracting just some of 
the online players to 'real' tournaments! 
 

How do you like Pardubice, festival Czech Open? I know that you are now travelling a Europe-

can you compare it with other events you saw? 

I have been on the email list for the Czech Open for about 12 years and have always wanted to 
attend. So, it is exciting for me to finally be here at one of the first OTB events since Covid.  
Honestly, the first thing which struck me about the Czech Open was the bright yellow squares on 
your chess boards!! In Australia we usually have beige and green, so these boards really caught my 
attention! Of course it didn't take long to get used to it and the pieces seemed to move the same 
way as 'down under' so I didn't feel disadvantaged in any way. :)  
I really like the friendly festival atmosphere and was treated to the sights of lovely Pardubice and 
even a local Castle on a hill with some great views. 
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